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I¢ÃÂÂve yet to do an iOS restore as a last-stitch effort, but in this nearly Web 3 era and decades of smart phones, how can this one app crash my phone so badly? ABSOLUTELY HORRIBLE!!!!!! Hi there, We do not ban users for no reason. We have heard feedback from users like yourself that want to be able to better connect with users that are of
interest to them. The developer, Grindr LLC, indicated that the app¢ÃÂÂs privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. Also, showing users that are local as opposed to longer distance can draw more users to engage with the app and fulfill the pursuit of finding their person of interest. Chat and meet up with interesting people
for free, or upgrade to Grindr XTRA or Grindr Unlimited for more features, more fun, and more chances to connect.Grindr is faster and better than ever:¢ÃÂ¢Â See people nearby based on your location¢ÃÂ¢Â Browse re-designed profiles with bigger photos¢ÃÂ¢Â Chat and share private photos¢ÃÂ¢Â Filter your search to find what you want¢ÃÂ¢Â
Customize your profile to share more about yourself¢ÃÂ¢Â Star your favorites and block others¢ÃÂ¢Â Report people easily and safely¢ÃÂ¢Â Send your location and make it easier to meet¢ÃÂ¢Â Browse and chat with people around the worldCreate and personalize your profile now to share your interests, what you¢ÃÂÂre looking for, and more. Hi
there,We're sorry you're having trouble with some of the features of the app. It would be counter-productive for us to do. When I delete the app, my phone is fine. I asked for clarification on what I violated because I had no nudity, no foul language, no in appropriate speech, and as a person I don¢ÃÂÂt talk bad about other people. Any unused portion
of a free trial period will be forfeited when making a purchase of an auto-renewing subscription.Tell us what you think about Grindr by visiting you are experiencing any issues, you can get support by us through of Service: Policy: Grindr XTRA & Grindr Unlimited are for adults 18 years and older only. Giving users the accessibility to find their ideal
partner based on position, ethnicity, distance, height and weight helps users devote more time to interacting with their ideal person, as opposed to blocking users for being outside these margins. Then on the day I decide to purchase a one month membership to get the Xtra features I was banned without notice. Whenever you experience technical
issues of any kind, you can reach out to us at help@grindr.com so that our support team can investigate and get things working again. Upgrade your Grindr experience to XTRA for more features, more freedom, and more fun. The only thing they said why I was banned was because of community guidelines. We want to continue to help create
connections for our community and we're excited for you to see what we have planned! We hope to eventually earn a 5-star review from you! I have been using this app for several years for what this app is used for. Photos depicting nudity or sex acts are strictly prohibited.Grindr | 0 Feet AwayFacebook: @grindrTwitter: @grindrInstagram:
@grindrSnapchat: zerofeetaway Feb 22, 2022 Version 8.3.0 We¢ÃÂÂve improved the app to make it even better: less bugs, more connection. Minus 4 stars for nearly melting my phone¢ÃÂÂs internals¢ÃÂÂI¢ÃÂÂm guessing it¢ÃÂÂs the CPU overheating. Then I received a email back that only said that I now have a lifetime ban and that I¢ÃÂÂm
screwed because I purchased it, but better cancel my subscription or they will keep billing me. One of the things we are currently working on is a re-imagined version of tags. The essential stole from me and now won¢ÃÂÂt tell me why. Upgrade to Grindr Unlimited for exclusive access to our most premium features, including:¢ÃÂ¢Â Profiles - Always
find a fresh face - he saw me - see who is checking you in unknown - Browse the profiles without being seen - Batting State: Know when someone's messaging didn't send you messages and photos of all Xtra Grindrl chimneys Unlimited with one of the following automatic renewal plans: 1 month / 3 months / 12 months.grindr Subscriptions: Your
subscription is automatically renewed unless the automatic renewal is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Also, my phone becomes extremely hot to the touch, and my battery downloads so dramatically that I have to upload it at any time I am using this app. I thought it was a technical problem so I reached support for
them and asked for reasons on the ban and they said that everything I have to contact the ban. Pro: The only thing that app intends to do it in terms of positive user experience is that there are so many people who use it. For more information, consult the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track down the apps and property
websites of other companies: the following data can be collected and connected to your identity: Health and fitness Purchases Financial information Position Information contacts User information User content Identification history Use sensitive data Information Diagnostics Other Data Privacy Practices may vary, for example, based on the
functionality you use or at the age. If these changes were carried out on the non-premium version of Grindr, more users (especially the youngest public) would be prone to grindr used. We are happy to take a final look at your account to make sure we didn't make a mistake. These behaviors occur only when I worked. Ã Generic description each time.
Please contact us at hello@grindr.com with the email address associated with your banned account. And I'm not help in trying to rectify the situation. Below is no problem with helpdesk / end-user; It is a long-term term QC this should not have the weight that our consumers should solve. What are the developers really fixing with the plethora of
releases? The app gets the job done, although there are some changes to make it better. In the next version, there will be more tags, they will be searchable, and we will actively listen to feedback so that we can add more tags while our users play with them. Shame on Grindr, Inc. How about focusing on RAM and CPU usage? I went a week without a
word back, and pulled it out again and again. Your iTunes account will automatically be charged for the same renewal price within 24 hours before the end of the current period, unless you change your subscription preferences in your App Store account settings. It would be more useful to provide users with more filter controls to find the person they
are interested in. Unfortunately, the filter setting must converge with the other corresponding users. Additional Information Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy I have been warned about random people being banned for no reason so get excommunicated for absolutely no reason. For example, if a user is looking for someone within a set
age range, anyone outside that age range should not be able to see that user from their account unless they are within the age range. If I kill the app, my phone is fine. Have you read the version update logs? You can manage your subscriptions at any time through the App Store account settings after purchase. Â Â Â: Sometimes Â Â Â Â I can even kill
the app for minutes; The whole phone isn't answering. The language they used in correspondence with me makes me feel like I'm a bad person, and be punished Something that has never happened. Hi, thank you very much for the reflective review! Many of the things you suggested have been discussed internally as ways to improve the app. Very
limited recommendation and e Never pay it at this point. To be sure not to ever miss the new features, you act automatic updates. This is a horrible application, if you're doing what you have to do. The same on what you do to faithful customers and I hope this prevents you from marking your next victim's money. Grindr is the Social Networking App â
™ world # 1 free for gays, bisexuals, trans and queer to be connected. 1 star for ubiquità. Negative points: Unfortunately, for me, with my iPhone 12, my phone constantly hangs every time you discharge and use this application. In a few minutes, "will you be ready to connect, chat and meet. Bycing even more? GRINDR XTRA subscription features
include: Ã ¢ â € ¢ no adsÃ ¢ â € ¢ See 6x more profiles ¢ â € â € â € â € â € â € ¢ up to 600 simultaneouslyâ € ¢ View only the people who are online nowâ € ¢ View only The profiles with a photoâ € â € â € ¢ more blocks and favoritesÃ ¢ Access to all filters ¢ Premium allows you to easily chat with saved sentences Ã ¢ Send multiple photos
simultaneouslyetting grindr xtra with one of the following renovation plans Automatic: 1 Month / 3 Months / 12 Months. Brows the GRINDR experience? experience?
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